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Welcome to
the Trustees Corner. In this
edition, we would like to give an update on the future home of Daffodil Aerie 2308. Construction continues on the new
building. Since our project is tied to Sound Transits projects and Sound Transit projects are deemed necessary projects,
we are able to continue. The building housing the bathrooms is waiting on final inspections then sheetrock and final
plumbing and fixtures can be added. We are laying out the area for the beer garden and finishing up on the new bar.
Things are coming along, albeit slowly. We continue to work with Sound Transit for financial reimbursement. There
are several items that Sound Transit has deemed not reimbursable. These items were formally appealed, and that appeal
was denied. The Trustees have submitted a request for a hearing to plead our case before a judge, as of this writing, a
date has not been set.
I would like to talk a little bit about when the Aerie finally gets to open. We are still not sure when that will be, it is a
combination of the Governors orders and finishing enough construction to satisfy the City of Puyallup for occupancy.
When we do open, there will be many more rules and regulations to adhere to than when you were last in the Aerie.
The governor will mandate how many can be in the building at once. We are trying to think of a fair and easy way to
accomplish this. There may be an online sign up sheet where you pick a block of time to come down and enjoy yourself and at the end of that time, someone else takes your place. We are open to suggestions. Just be aware that there is a
chance that if you show up out of the blue, you may not be allowed in, if we are at the max occupancy. These next several months will test everyone’s patience.

The Trustees would like to take this time to thank all of the volunteers who have help with the new building. Your dedication and selfless donation of time and talents has not gone unnoticed and we would not be where we are without
you. We would like to also thank everyone who donated to the fund for the out of work staff. Your kindness and generosity have exemplified our motto of people helping people.
As always, feel free to leave comments on Facebook and we will try to answer any questions.

Sincerely,
Your Trustees

Summer Months Are Almost Here!

Hello Sisters and Brothers!! We are on our way into the month of June, still practicing Social Distancing,
wearing masks almost anywhere you go, optional or mandatory; and only take out food orders! But, one
thing we are all missing is visiting our Aerie Home to see our friends, have our meetings, buy food and
drinks, and fundraisers!!!
As I wrote last month, we will meet again when we are able to. That may still be a little while, so we are
hanging in there, waiting it out. I miss you all! An Eagle Sister from Deer Park, Kathy Morton, mailed a flamingo mask that she made for me! It is so much better than the hospital masks that I sometimes need to
wear at work!
Stay safe, my friends! Call and check on each other; offer assistance for those who can’t go out. I hope to
see you all soon!
Let’s continue to Flamingle at a distance!
Robin Sheffer
Madam President

WORTHY PRESIDENTS MESSAGE

Hello everyone! I hope that this letter finds you all safe and well. I must first thank all the volunteers that
have helped prepare our new Aerie Home for occupancy, as well as all those that have packed up our belongings in the old Aerie. Were I to list any one person, I would be unfair to a whole host of people by not
mentioning them. I also thank all those brothers that have renewed their dues early. Since The Aerie
closed on March 15, the only income has been from dues money to pay bills. Because of this, I have decided to purchase a number of additional year’s dues to help supply needed funds for our Aerie. For those
brothers who can afford to, please consider purchasing additional years dues when you chose to renew
this year. We also have number of sturdy bar chairs and stools we would like to sell. If any one is interested please contact the Aerie Manger, Loni Andrews. Until next month, Be Well, Be Safe, Be Strong, Be an EAGLE!
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